IF LAWMAKERS WANT HOOSIERS TO SUPPORT THEMSELVES, INDIANA MUST RAISE THE MINIMUM WAGE

The Indiana Self-Sufficiency Standard shows that the federal minimum wage of $7.25 AN HOUR WILL NOT SUPPORT A SINGLE ADULT IN ANY COUNTY IN INDIANA.

To make ends meet without seeking public or private assistance, a single Hoosier adult must make a minimum of $7.96 an hour (if living in Vermillion County) or as much as $11.39 (if living in Hamilton County).

Federal Minimum Wage    $7.25
Lowest Self-Sufficiency Wage in Indiana    $7.96
Median Self-Sufficiency Wage in Indiana    $8.77
Average** Self-Sufficiency Wage in Indiana    $9.41
The 1968 Federal Minimum Wage, Adjusted for Inflation, in 2016    $10.91
Highest Self-Sufficiency Wage in Indiana    $11.39

Learn more about why Indiana must raise the minimum wage at:
incap.org/IWF
IWF.blogspot.com
IndianaSelfSufficiencyStandard.org